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Used Toyota Tacoma for Sale 5. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating.
Overall 5. Toyota's quality is top notch and their vehicle longevity is second to none. I
purchased the truck with 35, miles and everything still felt extremely solid and nothing had
fallen off or worn down. I bought the standard, no-frills edition because I wanted a truck that
would work for a long time. The interior has clean lines, dials are easy to access and work, and
everything cleans up well. There are plenty of cup holders. The 4WD system works incredibly
well even over some of the craziest "roads" I've ever been on. Since this is the standard cab,
there is not a lot of room for storing extras but there is some room behind and underneath the
seat. Steering is comfortable and You can not go wrong with a Toyota and I needed a truck for
house projects and getting out into the mountains. Steering is comfortable and even on the
highway it rides incredibly well for a bench seat truck. Driving this down Engineer Pass was a
4WD experience as the road has some do not mess up sections and it really puts the
suspension to work. The best part of this is the full length truck bed in back that can
accommodate any number of things, from 6 mountain bikes plus gear to a cubic yard of organic
compost or a stack of drywall sheets. If I'm going camping it's super easy to huck all the gear in
the back with my mountain bike and get out of town. Oh and the dog loves the back of the truck!
The biggest drawback is the amount of secured storage space. Since it is a standard cab there's
no small seat or second row like an access or quad cab might have. This isn't a deal breaker but
it's something that I will consider in the future. This also means that passenger space is limited
to one or two other people. I bought the 4-cylinder model as I don't plan on towing anything and
while it's fully capable, it's definitely no roadster. I liked the fact that it has a full length truck
bed, has four-wheel drive which means it's capable of going almost anywhere and that there are
few electrical features that are easy to break and expensive to replace. The quality is basic in
this trim so there is no leather and everything in the interior is plastic but that's fine because it's
Toyota so it's going to last a long time. The five-speed shifts smoothly and the motor runs easy
and maintenance is low. I bought the base SR5 because it is simple and no frills but goes above
and beyond getting the job done. Grinding up Yankee Boy Basin at 11,ft early in the morning in
four low to go hike up a mountain. The longevity and quality of the Toyota name. My favorite
feature is the truck bed which makes it easy to haul things around such as wood working tools
and mountain bikes. Another great feature is the four-wheel drive which has taken me up rotten
steep roads in the mountainous backcountry. The biggest negative would be that it really only
has room on the bench seat for one other person, two if you want to make it tight. The other one
is that there is no cruise control which can make high travel a little tedious but it also keeps you
awake! With the 4-cylinder the power isn't great but it can easily haul a half yard of gravel in the
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is sold exclusively in the North American market, beginning in when it replaced the Toyota
Pickup. The previous-generation Pickup had been a rebadged and somewhat tailored version of
the Hilux, which is still sold internationally. The Tacoma is designed and sold separately and is
almost entirely unrelated to the Hilux. The Tacoma began as a compact pickup truck and has
since grown into a midsized pickup. It is now the best-selling small pickup truck in the United
States. The first-generation of the Toyota Tacoma launched in as a more road-ready,
consumer-driven pickup than the Pickup model it replaced. The Tacoma name comes from the
indigenous name for Mount Rainier in Washington state. Three engines were offered in this
Tacoma, starting with two four-cylinder options and a V6. These were mated to either a
four-speed automatic or a five-speed manual transmission. The second-generation of the
Tacoma came in and is the most-sold small pickup truck in America. The truck grew from its
compact size to a midsize offering and several trim and model options were offered during this
generation's year run. Cab configurations ranged from single "regular" to extended to crew
cabs, depending on model year, and with two bed lengths, also depending on model year and
cab configuration. During this generation, production of the Tacoma moved from the Fremont,
California plant which had been shared with General Motors to Texas where Toyota had
completed new facilities dedicated to truck production. The third-generation Tacoma was
introduced in as a model. Substantial changes were made to the pickup to bring it into line with
the new emergence of a once again competitive midsize truck market. The 4. Exterior changes
were made to make the Tacoma far more aggressive in styling. Model trim packages were
extended to include robust off-road options as well. Although the Toyota nameplate and
Tacoma model have enjoyed relatively high expectations for reliability on the whole, the Tacoma
still has its fair share of complaints. Most are with the second-generation model, which sold in
huge numbers in the U. These are usually low mileage concerns that are covered under
warranty and include accelerator issues, paint issues, and electronics problems. The
current-generation Toyota Tacoma is now in its third year since redesign and continues to be
the best-selling midsize pickup truck on the market. There's good reason for that, but also room
for improvement in the Tacoma. The Tacoma remains a solid little truck with plenty to offer,
however, including lower-end options for workaday use and higher-end off-road powerhouses
for fun. The Tacoma sees a few updates to its rough and ready TRD Pro trim level, which now
has even more off-pavement equipment as standard. An available high-mounted snorkel is also
offered for the TRD Pro line. But even the lower-end Tacoma offers good off-road options
thanks to a high ground clearance and good suspension as standard equipment. As a strong

and capable little truck, the Toyota Tacoma is also versatile and useful as a pickup. There are
two engine choices, six trim levels, two cab configurations, two bed lengths based on cab
choice , and rear-wheel or four-wheel drive. Each of the six trim levels available for the Tacoma
offer something specific to most needs, from low-end work truck to everyday driver to off-road
powerhouse. For more click here. The Toyota Tacoma is a strong, capable and versatile little
truck. It was redesigned for the model year and hasn't changed much since then. For , Toyota
added some safety features as standard and removed the base model's manual transmission
option. The Tacoma is otherwise unchanged. The Tacoma is available with two engine choices,
six trim-level options and two cab options. The Limited package is the top fitting in terms of
comfort and convenience. Most models of the Tacoma are available as rear-wheel drive or
four-wheel drive. Both an extended cab and four-door crew cab option are available in most
trims as well. Bed lengths can vary from 5 to 6. The Toyota Tacoma continues with the pickup
truck's full redesign for the model year. Changes for are minimal, with only the addition of a
power rear-sliding window option as new. The TRD Pro packaging returns after a year's hiatus,
bringing back the off-pavement-monster model option for the Tacoma. Most of the Tacoma's
appeal comes from its new look and powerful history. The Tacoma has long been a best-seller
in the midsize pickup truck segment, for a variety of reasons. Currently, the main reason may be
because it's the newest and best overall value offering in the truly midsize segment. The
excellent and unmatched TRD Pro package may also be part of it this year. The Toyota Tacoma
is a strong, capable, versatile and comfortable small truck for those who need what a midsize
pickup can offer. It's capable of being both a workhorse and a toy. Exactly what midsize pickup
buyers want. The Toyota Tacoma is in its second generation of production. The Tacoma was
first introduced in as a compact pickup to compete with models like the Mazda B, the Chevrolet
S and the Ford Ranger. Starting in it was remodeled for the second generation, bringing a new
style and substance to its looks and performance and turning the B, Ranger and S into distant
past memories. The Toyota Tacoma follows in those competition-crushing footsteps. The most
noticeable difference for the model of the Tacoma is the restyling of the front grille, headlights
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sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though

odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

